
 

Thank you for your interest in my work. I agree with you that a "great 

synthesis" was at work leading up to the crisis, or, perhaps more 

accurately, the great synthesis was actually covering up a more long-

standing, deep-seated crisis. By 2008, the cover-up could no longer 

continue. 

 

I tried to explain this phenomenon from the perspective of the United 

States in a recent book, The Confiscation of American Prosperity: From 

Right-Wing Extremism and Economic Ideology to the Next Great 

Depression.  The combination of the Great Depression of the 1930s and 

World War II proved enormously beneficial for temporarily increasing 

the health of the US economy. Depressions are very efficient in 

eliminating old, outdated plant and equipment at the same time as 

they motivate business to find new and better ways of production. The 

war created significant increases in income at a time when rationing 

prevented much consumption. 

 

Improved productivity together with this pent-up demand created the 

preconditions for a boom that economists called the Golden Age.  It 

lasted about 20 years.  By the end of the 1960s, it was running out of 

steam.  In particular, profits were sagging. 

 

This slowdown discredited Keynesian economics, which was associated 

with the successes of the Golden Age.  Economists turned to 



monetarism -- the belief that control the money supply was enough to 

create prosperity.  When that theory failed to deliver, economists 

turned to new Keynesian policy, which was not very Keynesian at all. 

Instead it tried to tamper around the edges making markets work 

better. 

 

US capitalism, which provided the template for much of the world 

economy, temporarily helped profits by a combination of tax cuts, 

deregulation, and the neutering of labor. Even so, these policies were 

only capable of temporary relief. The speculative dot.com and housing 

bubbles seemed to signal that the economy was healthy again.  These 

bubbles, occurring simultaneously with conservative Clinton and Bush 

administrations, gave confidence to promoters of ultra-neoliberal 

theories. At the same time alternative approaches, such as like 

behavioral economics, evolutionist and complexity economics, and 

post-Keynesians developed of in the corners of the economic discipline 

without really having much influence on economics in general. 

 

What about China? From one perspective, China seems like the most 

successful capitalist economy in the world.  Its economic growth 

outstrips the rest of the world. It can manage labor to a greater extent 

than any other economy. 

 

Several problems were on the Chinese horizon.  To begin with, the 

Chinese success was built on cheap, tractable labor together with cheap 

resources.  However, the Chinese success is built on such a large scale 



that it is bidding up resource costs.  Presently, the United States, some 

Chinese customers and outsourcers are turning domestic production or 

at least nearby production in countries such as Mexico. Part of this 

transformation is due to be high energy costs, which make 

transportation more expensive. 

 

China will not be able to develop on the basis of cheap labor. 

Corporations are already moving to cheaper locations, such as Vietnam. 

Besides, as China develops, wages will increase. 

 

Chinese environmental problems may well be the ultimate limiting 

factor of the economy. Water is scarce in much of the country. 

Widescale pollution is degrading some of the water. Chinese air 

pollution -- they call it fog -- is terrible. 

 

At the same time, China's stimulus package contains much more 

investment in useful projects than anything we in the United States 

could even dream of.  For China to take the next step, it must learn to 

move up the value chain -- to develop commodities that are desirable 

in themselves, rather than just inexpensive. 

 

There is one kicker in looking at China, which cannot be disregarded.  I 

had the opportunity to visit Chinese universities twice this year. I was 

absolutely astounded by the students that I met. The one defect that I 

saw -- and I could be wrong -- was that professors tended to want to 



restrict research. I do not mean political restrictions, though I do not 

doubt that they exist in China any less than they do in the United 

States. I was thinking about futures wanting to hold students back from 

broadening their perspective, not because of some conscious decision, 

but rather because of long-standing style of teaching. 

 

I was struck by the number of professors that I met -- and admittedly I 

did not meet a huge number to be able to make some scientific 

conclusion -- who told me they came from poor peasant backgrounds.  

When they told me their history, I understood that they were 

exceptional people, but I do not think that I would encounter the same 

number of people from disadvantaged backgrounds in American 

universities. 

 

In conclusion, I do not know enough about China.  I do know that 

economic thinking in the United States is incapable of providing useful 

guidance. 


